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The composition method (a.k.a.the decomposition methods
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Fefeiman-Vaught - MostowskiTheorems

Typical Formulation
If we have model equivalences:
I, Er, B,. .. ... An = e_ Bu

Theypl...... An) Er p (B,..... Br)

Examples
1) IfA, EFOB, and Az= to Be than:

⑧ A, xAz =Fo B, x Bz

· A, +1z =F0B,
+Bz

o The sameforusandpoproducts,butnotproductis
then not necessarily A,+Az Em B,+Be



Game Comonad Equivalences
For a game commoned D. we consider:

1) As B in (2)c. denoted A ExtcB and A Tyte B

2) A E B in R(8)c. denoted AFICB

3) There is a span of open pathwise - embeddings in R(0)*
R

0 O -denoted A=cB
L -

FA FB

Example
For the Ehrenfaucht - Fraisse commad IEx

1) Lorreponds to equivalence in the ITfragmentofFC
2) corresponds to equivalence in FO extended with counting
3) Corresponds to FO equivalence

All
up
to quantifier depth k.



Game Comonads and FUM Theorems

In the setting ofgame commands, there are three natural classes of
FUM theorem to consider:

1) A,Ej,B,.....An Eyty,Bn implies OpLA...... An) 1+Op(B... ... Br)

2) Al #4,B... ... An #anBimplies Op(A...... An) #ID Op (B... ... Br)

3) A, e,B,..... An enBn implies OpCA...... An) isOp (B...... Bu)



Dealing with by+

Consider binary H. If A, Efte,Biriz ste,
B2.

we the have morphisms
4, A, c B, and KcAzt, B2

Assuming It is factorial, we can form
H(+.+2)

HIK,A.4-A2) < H(B,B2)



Dealing with 35+ (Continued)

Assuming a family of morphisms.we can formthe composite.

-)H(C,A,kaAz) H(f.f) H(B,B2)7

and so

H(A,.A) (5+ H(B,B1)



The General y+ and
I
+FVM Theorem



Dealing with unaoy #

Assuming A#KB. there are morphisms:

7:RA B and
g
DB cA

which are mutually inverse in the kleisli category of4.

Continuing fromthe assumptions used for It. we would
like the composites:
DHA**, HDAH4 HB and I HB *B> HCB H19? HA

are mutually inverse in the kleisli category of D.



Dealing with unaoy #

(H(g).kb) · (H(f).kA)
I definition
H(g). kB (H(t) ·F1)

*

=<?7
H(g). H(f*). IA suggests two axioms:

= (functoriality) 1) B. (H(f).k1)
*

=H(+*).k1
H(g.f*). kx 2) [1.k1 =2H(A)

=(definition)
H(gof).kA
=< assumption]
EA.kt

= 4?7

[H(t)



Dealing with unary E. KleisliLaws
The axious on the previous slide are equivalentto requiring

ID H(A)
**
, H(KA)

constitute a kleislilaw. These correspond to liftings:

#
2
K > DiD
- a

2 >D
H



Dealing with in the general case
D-ary Kleislilaws:

I

DoH > Ho,Ki
bijectively correspond to liftings:

-

H

Tic: >D
⑪
-

:Ci H
>D



The general IFVM / heorem



FOrEquivalence and Coproducts
Given spans: R2, R2

hi
⑧ ·T

and lz
⑧

ru

L -
L

FA,
-

FB, FAz FBz

we would like to constructa span
R

lo ⑧N

h

F(A,+Ac) F(,+B2)
SOPE

Focus:Spans ofthe rightshape, ignoring open pathwise embedding issues



Plan A. Use Loproducts

R(r)EKhas coproducts, so we can form the span.

R, +R2
Wanted F(A,+Ar) 2,+l2 r+r2

- L -
Wanted F(B,+B2)

-

FA,+FAz FB, +FB

The feetare the
wrong form - we seem to be stuck.

Mote

There is a canonical mapF(A)+F(B) (F(A+B). but this will not
in general be an open pathwise embedding. Ifour example was
forproducts. The corresponding cmonical map would pointin the

wrong direction.



Plan B- DirectConstruction

Weexplicitlyconstruct an 'interleavingdifuctor (ii)
e,31, R, SR2 r,S52
L

FA,S FAz FB, 3 FBe
SII III

F(A,+Az) F(B,+B1)

Questions

1) Where did this come fromo
2) What is the general pattern and its scope to



Bilinear Maps
Recall for vector spaces X.Y and Ithata function

h:XxY ,Z

is bilinear if
1) XxaX h(x) is linear.
2) FycYh(-- y) is linear.

Alsorecallthereisatensor product ofvector species

linear maps
XQY < -

bilinear maps XxY , Z

Question:Where does this structure come from abstractly to



Vector Spaces as Eilenberg -Moore Algebras
Let S be a semiring. There is a Set monad Ns with:

· Ys (A) finitely supported) formal sums ofthe form:
↳Sian

· Unit y(a) =a (the trivial sum)
· Multiplication:

Esi,;9:,?sis,is
Examples
· For arbitrary S Set* is the category ofS-semimodules
· For a ring SetY is the category ofR-modules
· For a field F Set"*is the category of F vector spaces
· SetYiN is the category ofAbelian monoids
· SetYE is the category ofAbelian groups



Special Classes ofMonads

Definitions
1) Asymmetric monoidal category (SMC) is a category 5 with:

· Aunit object I
· A bitructor :8x8,U
· Matural isomorphisms:
IQA =AA*I =A(A*B(XC =A*(BOC AOB =BOA

Subjectto several coherence axioms

2) Astrength for a fructor 7:5 <8 on an SMC is a n.t.

st:A*T(B) >T(A*B)
subject to coherence axioms w.r.t. the SMC structure.
A strong functor is a factor with a strength

3)A stong monad is a monad (I-yry) such that itsatisfies
additional coherence axioms w.r.t.. and Mr.



Set Monads areall strong
Lanonical strength for(Setrx.1)
For Setmonad i define:

st:A x HB > 11(AxB)
(art) 1 > I1(xy.(a-y))(t)

Examples
· List monad

(a,[b......br)) + [(a-b).....(a-bn)]
· For VS

(a.?sibi) Is,si(abi)



Commutative Monads

We can define a dual strength skas:

st: =1(A)kB
=,BaT(A),T(BA) IE),T(AxB)

We can then define two double strength maps:
d3t= =TA*HB,π(TAB) **,TY(A*B)"<π(AxB)
dsk: =HAHB st,π(ATB)Yst,42(A*B)" >T(AxB)

Amonad is commutative if dst =dst



Commutativity forSetMonads
List

dst([a......an]. [b.. ...brT): =((a,b).. ... (ar.b.).. ... (abm).....(anbn)]
dst([a...... an].[b,.....bu]):=[(a,b). .... (a,bm).....(an.b.).....(an-bm)]
So list is not commutative.

VS

dst(sia: Igibj):=I,jS: (ai-b;)
dst(sia:- Ir;bj):= sit; (airbi)

So Iis commutative iffs"has a commutative multiplication

Algebraic Intuition
A Set monad presented by (E.E) is commutative it all the operations
in I are homomorphisms w.r.t. each other. This is unrelated to commutativity
in the sense a+b =b+a.



Bilinearity Abstractly (Finally!)
Bimorphisms
For a commutative monact II, and algebras (A.2). (B-BC. (C.U)
we say that h: A*B,C is bilinear or a bimorphism it
the following diagram commutes:

I(h)
HA*TB dxt,I(AxB) TC

~ 8

A&B ,
h

Examples
· For vector spaces or (semi)modules over a commutative (semilring
this is the usual notion of bilinearity.

· For Abelian monoids or groups this is the usual notion of
bimorphism.



Some standard results

Classical Results ofKock (See also Jacobs. Seal)

If it is a commutative monac
1) The SMC structure lifts to a structure -on 5t
such that:

A*B =AQTB (on objects)
2) IfUIhas conqualizers of reflexive pairs the SML
structure lifts to at on UT such thatT

i) F(A)* F(B) =F(A*B)
ii) The tensor is universal in that:

bimorphism (a-B) <2

morphisms a**Bc U



Back to logic
Dualising if we have a binary operation asuch that:
1) einduces on SMC structure on R(A)
2) We can identifya strength forour command of interest 4K
3)Our command is commutative

4) R(r)**has equalizers ofreflexive pairs
Then:

1) In R()CK
I,urfz

(A, B, fz:Az B2)1 A,eAz =A,Az > B,0xxBz =B,xBz
*preserves, and

Iin RASKA
2) In R(z)

**

R,*
**
Ru

12 Rz -2
1

L -I
e R, FB, FA FBL FA,**FAz FB, ***FB2FA,

311 3II

F(A,A) F(B,xB1)
We can construct spans ofthe right shape fortwo sided equivalence



Worst TalkEver!

Thatwas somewhat underwhelming
· We need to identifyand verity monoidial structure
· We need to identify and verifya strength such
that our command is commutative
· We need to verify a technical condition on R(r)

4

Even then:

We can only deal with binary operations
· We can only workwith a single base catagory (signatures
· We can only workwith a single commonad (logic
Questions

1) How much ofthis stuffdo we really read to
7) Whatrole do thevarious assumptions really play
3) How few can we generalize t



Looking again atbimorphisms
For a functor H:2 <D. monads $:C <2 and T:D ID.

D-algebra (A.x) and I-algebrar (B. B), and 1: HBASTHA.
h:H(A) < B is a bimorphism it:

↓ Hote
HBA >11 HAh, IIB We make no assumptions
Ha W on in such as naturality
V W

HA >B
atthis point.

h

Roke

Despite appearing unary, this really does generalize the previous
condition, as we may consider productmonads on product categories



Generalizing the classical results

1) Itithas coequalizersofreflexivepairs there exists an algaeare

Bimorphisms a > B
Morphisms FIG , B

2) Iffurthermore 1:HBA >IIHAis natural in A. then I extends
to a functor a

$ >DY

3)Italso it satisfies:

HBA ↑,THA H$2A
*
THBA

All
>2HA

I I

H12
⑪
2 HR

-

②
I
M

HA HBA >THA
R

Then HIF(A)FH(A).



Back to logic again
We now have the following foroperation H
1) IfI is functorial and there is a Kleisli-law
1: H4x SDet then

i) H preserves equivalence
ii) H preserves Kleisli isomorphism equivalence

2) IfDP has equalizers ofreflexive pairs
then H preserves spans ofthe requred shape.

Note

These resulty curver n-ary operations involving
potatially differentbase categories and
commands.



The main theorem

Up to introduction of a suitable factorisation system.
some assumptions about paths, and one remaining condition
152) relating all three:



Example application


